DECEMBER PUZZLES-2012
POLY-SYLLOGISMS [56-70]

56] Some green-eyed aliens have orange skin,
All orange-skinned aliens are from Jupiter,
Jupiter is a planet in the Milky Way galaxy,
All planets in the milk way galaxy either have orange - or blue-skinned alien life forms,
All green-eyed aliens live on Jupiter ( T or F )

57] All of my friends read the New Yorker,
Some people who read the New Yorker are sometimes friendly,
All friendly people say and do nice things for other people,
Some other people are not my friends,
Therefore, my friends_______

58] No comedians are not never funny,
Some funny people are clowns,
Some clowns are sometimes scary,
Some Scary people are always running around at Halloween,
Therefore, on Halloween , some comedians are not _____

59] All dalmations are spotted dogs,
All spotted dogs are canines,
All canines howl at the moon,
Therefore, all dalmations_______

60] Some dalmations may be spotted dogs,
Some spotted dogs may not always howl at the moon,
My pet Rusty has spots and howls at the moon,
Therefore ,Rusty may be a ________
61] No merchants are good chemists,
    All good chemists make strong potions,
    All those who make strong potions always use magic wands,
    All those who use magic wands are wizards,
    All merchants are not ever __________

62] All acrobats are jugglers,
    some jugglers must practice daily,
    to practice daily is to be diligent,
    All who are not diligent never persevere,
    Therefore, all acrobats must have ______

63] No honest people ever cheat
    cheaters will never sometimes prosper,
    Those who prosper also thrive,
    to make steady progress is not ever fraudulent,
    Therefore, all those engaging in fraud are never ______

64] A deal-maker must not ever be rigid,
    A fixed weight lacks inertia,
    Disinclination to action, is resistance to change,
    One who can not ever easily change is never ________

65] No mouse, that loves cheese is unusual,
    No mouse without a tail will never not play with fire;
    mice with whiskers always love cheese;
    No unusual mouse has four legs,
    No mice have tails unless they have
66] All of the pictures here, except the Van Dykes, are valueless;
None of the unhung ones are finished;
All the Van Dykes are painted in vivid tones;
All those that have been sold are valuable;
All the framed ones are finished;
All those in frames are ___________

67] All grown Donkeys are used for physical labor,
physical labor is often never easy,
A horse can always jump over a gate;
No animals doing physical labor cannot eat grain,
A donkey is in the horse family,
Therefore Donkeys must be able to _______

68] Tomorrow is just another day,
another day follows Sunday,
sunday the flock often hears the clergymen's sermon,
the sermon was prepared last night,
Tomorrow must be ___________

69] All the cows in the barn belong to farmer Jay,
cows in the barn never wear braces unless they are not producing milk,
Jay has no cows now not in braces,
Therefore, all cows in the barn are_____

70] John is a serious-minded bus driver,
Some bus drivers are not always making jokes,
Most jokes are sometimes humorous,
Humor is not ever found on John's bus,
Therefore, John is not ever _______